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METHODOLOGY

Symantec commissioned ReRez Research to carry out 

the 2013 State of Mobility Survey, in September and 

October of 2012. They spoke with 3,236 individu-

als at organizations in 29 countries. Respondents 

included small and medium-sized businesses (with 

between 5 and 249 employees) to large enterprises 

with more than 5,000 employees. Those surveyed 

were the individuals in charge of computing, either 

a senior member of IT staff at large companies, or 

often the de facto IT person at smaller organizations.

The survey has a 95 percent liability, with +/- 1.8 

percent margin of error.

3,236 global organizations 
                 29 countries

North america (2 countries)

United States 
Canada 

Latin america (9 countries)

Mexico 
Brazil 
OLAM 

EMEa (5 countries)

United Kingdom 
Germany 
France 
Italy 
South Africa 

aPJ (13 countries) 

China 
Japan 
Australia/New Zealand 
India 
Singapore 
South Korea 
Hong Kong 
Malaysia 
Taiwan 
Thailand 
Philippines 
Indonesia 
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INTRODUCTION

It’s hard to find a hotter topic in business IT today than mobility. And while say-

ing “It is the best of times, it is the worst of times” may be a bit of an overstate-

ment, we truly are seeing a tale of two companies when it comes to mobile adop-

tion. This is the picture that is emerging from the recent State of Mobility survey 

conducted by Symantec. The results allowed us to identify two clear groups, 

and examine how their attitudes toward change lead to different approaches in 

adopting new technology.



Leading the pack are the innovators*, or businesses that 

are moving ahead full steam when it comes to embracing 

changes that have the potential to improve their operations. 

These are the businesses that create their own opportunities 

through a willingness to experiment. They are early adopters 

of new technology, actively looking for new ways to move their 

business forward rather than hold to tradition for its own sake.

On the other side are the traditional organizations. These companies 

are cautious, giving more weight to the risks associated with 

new technology. Their approach is largely reactive, resist-

ing significant changes to the way they do business 

for as long as possible. They prefer to stick with 

time-honored practices rather than embrace 

risk for potential reward.

INNOvaTORs vERsUs TRaDITIONaLs
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*To determine whether a company was an “Innovator” or a “Traditional,” we asked them a series of 5 questions, where they rated 
themselves on a scale of 0 to 10, with 0 being the most traditional (conservative), and 10 being the most innovative (leading 
edge):

When faced with change, is your company conservative or bold?
When faced with a new technology, which best describes your company’s initial reaction?
Where does your company typically fall on the adoption curve?
Is your company proactive or reactive?
Is your company traditional or innovative? 

We then split the companies into three equally-sized “tiers,” based on their average scores for these questions. The bottom (or 

lowest-scoring) tier was labeled “Traditionals,” while the top (or highest-scoring) tier was labeled “Innovators.”



Innovators and traditional organizations naturally have different perspectives 

on mobility. For one thing, their motivations are different. Innovators are adopt-

ing mobility because of business drivers. Eighty-four percent of them consider 

the business drivers as important, which shows their willingness to embrace 

the changes that improve the organization. By contrast, traditional businesses 

that adopt mobility are doing so because of end user demand, showing that they 

are primarily reacting to the pressure to change, rather than willingly seeking 

out new opportunities. One key factor here is how they view the risks of mobil-

ity relative to the benefits. Two-thirds of innovators say the benefits of mobility 

outweigh the risks, but three-quarters of the traditionals feel that the reverse is 

true.   Overall, nearly half of enterprises (49 percent) feel it is worth it, with SMBs 

slightly less positive (41 percent).
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INNOvaTORs HavE DIffERENT 
aTTITUDEs abOUT MObILITY

Innovators motivated to pursue mobility by business drivers
84% of Innovators consider important (higher than any other driver)

Traditionals motivated by end user demand
51% of Traditionals consider important (higher than any other driver)

Innovators say mobility risk worth the opportunity  
(Traditionals don’t agree)

20% 20%40% 40%60% 60%

66% 26%

Innovators who say benefits
outweigh risks

Innovators Traditionals

Traditionals who say benefits 
outweigh risks



28%

Android

19%

iPhone

26%

Blackberry

19%
21%

11%

16%
8%

Windows

25%

5%

15%

Innovators

Traditionals
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What percentage of  
your employees currently  
use one of the following classes  
of smartphone for business?  
(means shown)

MObILITY Is MORE PREvaLENT 
IN INNOvaTORs

It should be no surprise, then, that the innovative organizations have 50 percent more 

employees using smartphones than traditional businesses. The innovators are also more 

likely to purchase the phones for employees, at a rate of 55 percent compared to 44 

percent. This also extends to their attitude toward mobile apps. The innovators are more 

likely to use mobile devices for running business apps, and 83 percent are discussing de-

ploying private app stores for employees. In the case of the traditional organizations, this 

drops to 55 percent.  Here too, enterprises are leading the way, 

with 77 percent overall considering app stores com-

pared to 61 percent of SMBs.
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MObILITY MaNaGEMENT MORE 
EvOLvED IN INNOvaTORs

But there’s more to mobility than simply allowing employees to use smartphones. The 

innovators are also more active when it comes to implementing policies to manage 

mobile use, including adopting information protection tools, and they are even extend-

ing them to employee-owned devices. The innovators are also nearly twice as likely to 

enforce mobile policies using technology, whereas most traditionals either handle man-

agement manually or don’t do it at all. Enterprises are more active than SMBs at using 

technology for management, at a rate of 50 percent compared to 37 percent.

Innovators
Traditionals

70%

10%

40%

76%

Corporate

smartphone

66%

Corporate

tablet

78%

Personal

smartphone

68% 77% 67% 76% 66%

Personal

tablet

Have a policy on 
mobile devices for 
business use



There are some growing pains, how-

ever, that come with early mobility 

adoption. It stands to reason that if 

you are using more mobile devices, 

you will experience more incidents 

such as lost productivity, direct finan-

cial costs, and loss of organizational, 

customer or employee data. And 

that’s precisely what we’re seeing. 

The innovators averaged about twice 

as many of these incidents as the 

traditional organizations over the last 

year. So why do two-thirds of innova-

tors say it’s worth it?
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More mobility incidents

Traditionals—Median of 12 
mobility incidents last year
Innovators—Median of 25 
mobility incidents last year

More losses due to mobility 
incidents

INNOvaTORs ExPERIENCE 
MORE MObILITY COsTs 

Which losses have you  
incurred due to mobility  
during the past 12 months?

35%5% 20%

Lost productivity 36%

29%

Direct financial cost
(money or goods)

34%

22%

Loss of organization,
customer or employee data

30%

21%

Costs to comply with
regulations after an attack

25%

17%

Lost revenue
24%

20%

Regulatory fines
21%

12%

Loss of customer trust &
damaged relationships

19%

16%

Damaged brand reputation 18%

14%

Reduced stock price
17%

12%

Litigation costs
17%

10%

Innovators Traditionals
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The costs of mobility aren’t deterring the innovators, because they are more 

than making up for them in a variety of ways. The innovators are seeing greater 

productivity, efficiency and business agility as a result of mobility. They also feel 

it improves their perception, including brand value, customer happiness and 

overall competitiveness, as well as their ability to make business decisions. Not 

only that, but mobile adoption also results in more satisfied employees and bet-

ter retention. 

Most important, however, is the effect of mobility on the bottom line.  

This is where it truly pays off for the innovators, who are seeing significantly 

higher revenue growth and higher profits than traditional organizations  

are, by nearly 50 percent.

5.7

5.3

5.1
30%

23%

8.0

7.3

7.4

44%

34%

Mobile Workforce

HR EffectsRevenue Growth

Profit 
Growth Company 

Effects

Innovators Traditionals

INNOvaTORs ExPERIENCING 
LaRGER MObILITY bENEfITs 



1. being cautious about mobility is okay.  
being resistant is not. start embracing it.

2. start with the apps with greatest  
productivity benefits for employees.

3. Learn from the innovators – get the  
benefits while minimizing the risks.

a.   Ensure secure access to apps
b.   Protect your apps and data
c.   Put in place effective device management
d.   Implement comprehensive threat protection
e.   Supply secure file sharing  
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So what we’re seeing is two very different kinds of organizations: the 

more conservative businesses are adopting mobility less, resulting in 

fewer problems but far fewer benefits. Meanwhile, the innovators are 

forging ahead and enjoying significant business advantages from their 

mobility deployments, with just a few hiccups. What can organizations 

do to realize these benefits while minimizing the risks?

RECOMMENDaTIONs
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